Blends of polymer and C 60 -derived molecules are in the spotlight in recent years for application in organic photovoltaics, forming what is known as bulk-heterojunction active layers. The character of the heterojunction is determinant, with clear relevance of morphology and phase separation. To better understand the morphology of the systems, we present a classical molecular dynamics (CMD) simulation of polymer/fullerene (P3HT/C 60 ) blends, coming from different starting points, using the specifically designed Nanomol Force Field based on the Universal Force Field. We use not-so-short regioregular polymers with 30 hexyl-thiophene units (∼5kg·mol −1 molecular weight) and, adopting a ∼ 1:1 mass proportion for the polymer:molecule blend, we simulate cells of ∼ 40 thousand atoms, at room temperature and normal pressure conditions. We find that, independently of the starting-point spatial distribution of C 60 molecules relative to P3HT chains, segregated or isotropic, the fullerene molecules show a tendency to segregate, and phase separation is the dominating regime. Organic photovoltaics is a rich and growing area of research, and among the most promising device architectures we find those in which the active layer contains thiophene polymers and fullerenes, more specifically poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) P3HT and [6,6]-Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester PCBM.
and hole states in the bulk, which in turn are defined by the local morphology. The exciton splitting and charge transfer properties when considering the blend are also defined by local morphology, and the investigation of such transitions, theory or experiment, must take that into account. In order to study theoretically such properties we must have access to a reliable description of the structural phases, which is only accessible through Classical Molecular Dynamics (CMD) -since now we are not describing periodic crystals, with a number of atoms-per-cell that could be studied through atomistic first-principles calculations. [17] [18] [19] [20] Concerning CMD calculations, it can be done through simplified formulations, usually referred to as coarse-grained molecular dynamics, which allows for treatment of systems with a very large number of atoms; this procedure has been recently applied to P3HT and blends, [21] [22] [23] [24] and contributes to the understanding of morphology in these complex organic compounds. On the other hand, when we need to look more deeply into the local structural characteristics of these compounds, we must go to atomistic simulations which, even in the classical formulation, 25 restricts the number of included atoms to some tens of thousands.
We present here an atomistic CMD simulation of condensed P3HT, and P3HT blends not with PCBM but with simple fullerene C 60 ; the models are built with not-so-short oligomers for the thiophene unit (30 3HT mers) and with P3HT:C 60 blend mass proportion very close to 1:1, as often found 3, 5, 7 in the experimental literature for P3HT:PCBM blends. We apply for this a well-tuned force-field, which we describe explicitly, based on the Universal Force Field of Rappé and coll. 26 We start from two different initial models, random or phase separated P3HT/C 60 spatial distribution. We find that after reaching equilibrium conditions, the P3HT chains present mostly non-linear structure, and concomitantly the polymer domains present disordered amorphous character. We see weak intermixing of C 60 and P3HT for the phaseseparated, and strong clustering of C 60 molecules for the random starting point. Our main conclusions are that for blends at room temperature, even for these non-crystalline polymer domains, phase separation is dominating.
Methodology
One of the most used and reliable force-fields for CMD of polymers is the Universal Force
Field UFF of Rappé and collaborators, 26 which however presents unusual problems in the case of thiophenes. Specifically, it was found 27 that the standard charge assignment scheme of UFF (charge equilibration) for sulfur S atoms results in negative partial charge Q S < 0, as frequently happening in other molecules, which is not correct for thiophene (T) since the special [= HC − S − CH =] sequence in the T rings results in a positive Q S > 0 effective charge. Furthermore, the dihedral ring-to-ring torsion angle in oligothiophenes (OTs) was also found not to be properly described, which lead us to adapt the related parameters.
Here we describe only briefly the methodology for reparametrization of the force field. In short, the atom-atom interaction in the UFF can be broadly separated in bonded and nonbonded functions. For bonded-functions we have 2, 3 and 4-body potentials: bond-length Starting with the non-bonded potentials, as mentioned above we need reliable values for atomic charges. We will adopt fixed atomic charges and define specific atomic types also for the C-and H-atoms in the T-ring and side-chains. 43 The relaxation time is 0.1ps.
For MM we adopt different energy minimization protocols, conjugate-gradient for the crystalline structures used for definition of the Nanomol FF parameters, and the Smart Minimizer present in the Cerius 2 package for the condensates. This last protocol incorporates sequential steps of steepest descent, quasi-Newton and truncated-Newton minimization.
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We simulate condensates of regioregular P3HT, pure and in blends with fullerene C 60 . We use not-so-short oligomers with 30 3HT-units O3HT 30 , molecular weight ∼5kg·mol −1 , feasible for our atomistic molecular simulation and small but comparable to regular experimentallygrown samples. 46 A smooth, cautious procedure is then adopted in order to allow for realistic arrangement of the molecules and oligomers, without unnatural high temperature or pressure effects. We first reduce slowly, by hand, the cell parameters, and for each fixed-cell parameters perform CMD at 300K; this slow cell-reduction scheme continues until reaching the minimum of the van der Waals energy for the cell. With these optimal cell parameters we start the free NPT CMD minimization until convergence is attained. 
Results and Discussion
The formation of heterojunctions in P3HT:PCBM films has been extensively investigated from the experimental side, and more than one detail of the growth method has been high-lighted as a factor to be considered. [3] [4] [5] [6] 8, 9, 45, 47 When the complete film is grown by deposition and then annealing of a in-solution mixture, as normally done, the factors can be, at least:
for P3HT, molecular weight or average molecular mass (it is expected that crystalline regions will form 9 if it arrives at ∼ 10 kg·mol −1 ), and degree of regioregularity; for the blend, mass proportion, solvation of each compound in the deposition solution (choice of solvent), annealing time and temperature, and finally even the architecture of the monitored sample.
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A general understanding is that PCBM will diffuse (with thermal annealing) only to disordered regions of P3HT, will not migrate into already crystallized regions of the polymer, and on the other hand more probably will segregate forming the junction structure. When the junction is built from bilayer deposition of the two compounds the process is different, 48 since the P3HT original layer already has a good fraction of crystalline regions; it is found that with temperature there is fast diffusion of PCBM, however only into the disordered regions of P3HT.
The adoption of C 60 for the blend is highly desirable, and experimental investigations In this work, we use the NanomolFF to investigate phase segregation in a P3HT/C 60 blend. We first simulate pure systems, and in sequence the blends. We implement here for the blend simulations a mass proportion 11:10, very close to the suggested 3,5,11 proportion 1:1.
P3HT properties in films and blends
We first analyse the P3HT single-chain morphological distribution for the different condensates, using for that the ring-to-ring angular distribution. For each T-ring characteristic vector axes can be defined: c, linking the two C-atoms bonded to the S-atom, which defines the bonding or chain direction; a normal vector n perpendicular to the T-plane; and a basal " dipole" d-vector, n = c × d in-plane and pointing from the 2 other Catoms to the S-atom. In this way, for each single chain we can follow the orientation of one ring to the next T i+1 -T i , through the angles
. In this, ϕ describes mostly the dihedral torsion angle between neighbor units while θ describes roughly the concavity at that segment.
We show in 2 the results for the four condensates. As a first output, we see that for the laminar-deposition condensate we mostly find, as the final geometry for the individual chains, the alternate ϕ > 90
• ring-to-ring pattern, even so with a non-zero signal for ϕ < 90
• , and still some remaining traces of linear (straight ideal θ = 90
• ) ring-to-ring orientation. For the pure P3HT isotropic condensate we see a "butterfly" pattern characteristic of torsion angles maxima around 130
• (quasi-antiparallel), and with a smaller but definite proportion around 50
• (quasi-parallel); the proportion of linear ring-to-ring orientation is almost null.
For the blend simulations, for which the polymer region is isotropically initialized, we also find the butterfly pattern now with mainly the same percentage of parallel and anti-parallel ring-to-ring pattern. At the same time, we see that the full majority of chains in these three phases show concavity, that is, linearity is not a relevant characteristic, which is a clear indication of the disordered, amorphous character of the domains. We should point out here that this is expected for the molecular weight we simulate. .....
,.
• • would correspond to extreme kinks, not realistic, moderate angles correspond to chain concavity; ϕ < 90
• non-alternate, ϕ > 90
• alternate ring-to-ring torsion angle.
tern). More significant is that for the two blend simulations, initially segregated or isotropic, the final individual polymer structures show strong similarity.
C60 and P3HT-C60 properties in the blends
We now analyse the difference between the two blend models focusing on the C 60 distribution, and to do that we use the radial distribution function RDF of fullerene molecules, shown in 3 for the two blend simulations. In the figure we show also, as (blue) vertical lines, the results obtained through Nanomol-FF at 0K (geometry minimization) for the ideal crystal, starting with the fcc ideal lattice; we find the structure to be very close to the fcc, with one lattice constant slightly larger than the other two, and thus the second-neighbor distances result very close but not equal, so the lines are not summed with the resolution used in the figure. Focusing on the blend results, the RDF's are built from 100 snapshots of each CMD simulation, and we see that the first-neighbor distance is a little larger than in the 0K structure, as expected, due to temperature effects; the value is in very good accord with available experimental data 51 for the pure fullerene compound at normal temperatures.
For the segregated model we find that the RDF peaks are clearly defined up to the fourth neighbor distances, and specially up to the second neighbor (with a spread), which indicates the prevalence of C 60 local ordered domains. It should be noticed that also for the initially isotropic blend we see (less defined) RDF peaks to the third neighbor, which points to a natural segregation of the C 60 molecules. The main conclusions here are that we see a tendency to formation of separated polymer and fullerene domains in both simulations, that is, even with the relatively low polymer molecular weight we adopt, that as we find does not favor formation of crystalline P3HT domains, our results indicate segregation of C 60 molecules. We finally analyse the RDF, shown in 4, for the distance from a fullerene molecule surface to the central point of a thiophene ring. For both types of blend, we see in the figure a broad peak at ∼4Å measuring the distance of the closest neighbor T-rings from a fullerene surface; the decrease at ∼5Å indicates the curvature of the polymer chain when adjacent to the molecule, that is, a T-chain will not be linear when adjacent to a C 60 molecule. We now focus on the presence of thiophene-fullerene T-C 60 compared to C 60 -C 60 firstneighbor pairs from 3 and 4. We note that we find a ∼60% higher occurrence of T-C 60 pairs in the initially isotropic compared to the initially segregated blend, and the opposite proportion for C 60 -C 60 pairs: these proportions are not so high considering the difference is the initial structures, and again point to the natural segregation of C 60 molecules.
Summarizing our results, overall we see that for the molecular weight we adopt and in the spin-cast type of deposition, there is no formation of crystalline P3HT domains. On the other hand, even so we see a tendency to segregation of fullerene molecules, indicating formation of nano-domains typical of bulk heterojunctions.
Conclusions
As said in the Introduction, one of the more important factors affecting efficiency in bulk heterojunction polymer/molecule photovoltaic cells is the probability of exciton migration against recombination, and the ease of charge transfer. This will be governed by the morphology of the junctions, coming from different factors including blend mass proportion, and average molecular weight of the polymer. We simulated, through our finely tuned force-field based on the UFF 26 and cautious CMD procedure, different blend mixing for P3HT/C 60 .
We find that, even with the relatively low molecular weight of ∼5kg·mol −1 where there will be no polymer crystallization, fullerene segregation is dominant. This indicates that the use of simple fullerene for the blend should bring high performance to photovoltaic cells.
